
From Avignon to Catch-22 

Ruge, rcsge ragainst the dying of the Eight. 

--Dylan Thomas 

Joseph HelIer's experiences as a bombardier uver Avlgnon 
during World War I1 were catalytic t~ his career as a writet: In lthe 
experiences over Avignon, Catch-22 begins. These experknoes 
did not spark Heller's desire to be an authot, for that had burned 
unabated since chiIdhdl  Nor did the reaction the Avignon 
experiences occasioned occur quickly, regularly, or c o ~ ~ ~ ~ l y .  
Rather, Avignon provided in highly campressed form Hefler's 
essential subject-human mom.lity+md Avignon engaged his 
imwnation in a way that this subject owld eventually be given 
expression. No Catch-22 reader is likely to forget the result, the 
Snowden death scene over A w o n  or the secret of Snowden's 
entrails: "Man was matter. . . Drop him out a window and he'll fall. 
Set fire to him and he'll burn. Bury him and he'll rot like other 
kinds of garbage'"429-430). While the evidence for the 
importance of Avignon is unmistakable, many pieces of the story 
are unknown Or missing tday Heller's public accounts of these 
experiences Gome long after he has begun to feature Avignon in 
his writin& and, predictably, these amounts partake of the 
persona of Joseph Heller, the author of Catch-22.' The accounts 
are couched in jokes that distance the experience from the man. 

Heller's early writing furnishes some of the links between his 
real-Iife experience and Catch-22, and these early fictio~lal 
versions of Avignon illuminate the novel (and, for that matter, 
Heller's subsequent writing) as if by dtmviolet light, 
defdiarizing the familiar. Avrgnon serves as the setting for two 
unpublished stories, 'The Miracle of Danrawme" and "Crippled 
Phaen*' Hellerk on1 y short stories about the war? Avignon also 
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figures prominently in the planning material fox Catch-22, most 
notably in an early draft of the Snowden death scene.' In this 
material, not in the pubIished stories that preceded Catch-22, 
one first discovers Hells's masterploc the core narrative that 
propels each of his novels. This masterplot-what 1 call the "dead 
child story"*nsists of the same constellation of n m t i v e  
elements: guirt, secret knowIedge, bad faith, and the death of 
children (or, alternatively, of wounded innocents). The thrust md 
destination d this narrative is death, a death that senres, as does 
Snowden's h Catch-22, as the occasion for narrative 
clarifications The narrative's import is as humanly simple and as 
humanly complex as mortality itself: humans are  matte^: With 
this masterplot, HeHer seeks to do what Tolstoy does in The 
Death of Ivan flych, to have character and reader alike 
experience the immanence and imminence of death. Like l v m  
Ilych, we are apt to be resisting readers, able to acknowledge, as 
Ivan does, the rightness of the syllogistic reasoning that says 
"Caius (or Snowden) is a man; men are mortal"; but not wanting, 
as Ivan and Yossarian do not want, to apply this abstraction to 
ourselves. Heller's early writing about Avignon, then, allows 
exploration of the process by which he draws upon and gains 
control over personal experience and documents its 
"increasingly consciws ttafisformatim into writing" (Said 196).6 

Each of the accounts of Avgnon-"The Miracle of Danrome? 
"Crippled Phoem" the early manuscript, the published one, 
and, as I discuss elsewhere, " 'Catch-22' Revisitedw-has an 
aspect of meta-narration entailing a shuggle of how to locate and 
voice the story. In 'The Miracle of Danrossane:' the Avignon 
story-that is, the dead child story-is a secret known only by the 
local residents, and Aeller7s plot unfolds his American 
protagonist" sorts to find someone who will disclose the secret. 
In "Czippled Phoen*" the story resides within the principal 
characters themselves, in the guilty pasts of Dan Gramer, an 
American pilot, and Morain, a member of the Fmch 
underground. The plots of both stories depend upon working out 
what can and cannot he told as well as what can and cannot be 
confronted. In an early manuscript version of the Snowden death 
Scene, Y i m  endeavors to have the chapIairt understand his 



own reactions to what happened over Avignon, not the event 
itself. Finally, in Catch-22, Yossarian endeavars to unlock the 
significance of Snowden's dying words and, in so doing, to plumb 
the rneandg of death. As in the previous version$ Yossariart's 
understanding hinges upon telling the story of what happened, 
albeit to himself. In each story of Avignon, Heller makes the 
te l lu  of the story as important as the having told, as if the 
repeated tellings wiIl help the author Mmself understand what 
happened, 

During the war, Heller flew two missions to Avignon. Before the 
A w o n  missions, he had, by his own account, romanticized war: 
"I wanted action, not security. I wanted a sky full of dogfights, 
daredevils and bf lowing parachutes. I was twenty-one years old. I 
was dumb" ("Revisited" 51). A w o n  shatters his romantic 
wishes, for as he remarks in '"Catch-22' Revisited 'There was 
the wat; in Avignon, not in Rome or He Rcmse or Fbggibonsi or 
even Fetrara" (141).7 On the August 8,1944 mission to bomb a 
railmad bridge, Heller for the first time saw a plane shot down." 
As a bombardier on one of the lead planes, which had been 
assigned to drop metallic paper to disrupt the radar for the 
anti-aimaft guns, Heller could look back on what was happening 
to the rest of the squadron. He saw a burnins plane fall into an 
uncontrollable spin. Parachutes billowed and opened he would 
later learn that three men had gotten out, while three others 
were kiIIed in the mash. One of the three survivors was found by 
members of the Avignon underground, hidden and eventually 
smuggled back across enemy fines. This mission provides the 
basis for the "Crippled Phoenix" and, presumably, the inspiration 
br the suntivorfs wilt that its protagonist Dan Cramer 
experiences. 
On August 15,1944, Heller's squadron returned to Avlgnon to 

bomb another railroad bridge over the Rhone, and his mission 
would provide the model for the Snowden death scene. For both 
Hellw and YoMan, it was their 37th mission. In noes Heller 
made in 1966 about the mission, he reoordx "Man wourided in 
leg. Wohlstein and Moon killed'" ("Chronology 2DW66:' Ileller 
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papers, Brandeis University). According to Hellet; the details 
from the novel correspond 

. . . perhaps ninety percent to what I did experience. I 
did have a CO-pilot go berserk and grab the controls. 
The earphones did pull out. I did think I was dying for 
what seemed like thirty minutes but was actually 
three-hundredths of a second. When I did plug m y  
earphones in, there was a guy sobbing on the 
intercom, '"Help the bombardier, but the gunner was 
only shot in the leg? (Heller, ''-Eati@4' 35 7) 

In m r r t i n g  the experience, Heller conhnes the 
correspondences between the actual and the novelistic Avignon 
missions to "physical detailsv' and denies any similarity between 
Yossarids emotional reactions and his own? 

Hellerk s awnerrplanations as well as his fictional use of Avimon 
indicate that more than physical details are at play Whether 
factual or fictional, each account that HetIer gives of Avignon 
contains an Ur-plot that turns upon an intense experience of 
personal mortality. In answering interviewem' questions about 
his own experience, Heller repeatedly dwells on his sensation 
that he had died in the air above Avignon. He ~emem'bers 
pressing the talk, button of his head set, hearing nothing, and 
thinking he was already dead. Heller stresses his sense of 
distorted time, of events that unfolded in microseconds seeming 
to last much longeri0 His change of habits after this Awnon 
mission also testifies to the mission" effects; from then on, HeIler 
carded a personal first-aid kit and vowed never to fly once his 
combat missions were over (a VOW kept until 1960 when a 
24-hour train ride convinced him to reassess the dangers of 
flying). The comic "&tc h-22 Revisited"retelling provides a 
perspective on HeIIer's reactions in that he d e s  himself, not 
the wounded airman, the victim. "I went to the hospital the next 
day. He looked fine. They had given him blood, and he was going 
to be d right. But I was in terrible shape, and I had twenty-three 
more missions to fly" 'Revisited" 142). Of course, the wound 
becomes mortal in Catch-22, or as Helles laconidly describes 



the wound's change: "He was shot through the leg . . . But I added 
to it and had him shot in the middle" (Barnard 298). 

'The Miracle of Danrossane" and "Crippled Phoenix" mark the 
artistic steps by which the wound gets relocated. Together with 
the early draft of the Snowden death scene and Catch-22 itself, 
the stories offer a complex range of reactions to death: denial, 
confusion, immersion, and undemanding. While all of these 
reactions figure in each work, one predominates in each, as if 
designating stages in Heller's thinkin& from denial in "The 
Miracle of Dmrossane'% understanding in Catch-22. As this 
proessien indicates, the stories and manuscript dmk of the 
death scene provided the vehicle by which Heller worked out his 
master plot, and determined that death could serve as thrust and 
destination for his narratives. In the stories, the jwrney toward 
this death is spazid and tempad, a visit te Avignon in 
"Dmwane'' and a return to it in "Crippled Phoenix" En 
Catch-22 md the novels that follow, the journey becomes 
psychoIo@cal and emotional, one culminating in a death that 
surfaces, like Snowden's does, as if from the protagonist's 
subconscious. 

'The Miracle of Danrossane:' the slighter of the two 
unpublished war stories, recounts a correspondent's visit to the 
village outside Avignon where his father was born. This story's 
plot turns upon a father's denying his sons' deaths. The 
correspondent is intrigued by the name of the inn in which he 
stays, L2uberge des Sept Fils [Inn of the Seven Sons]. While 
Durland, the innkeeper, will not talk about the name, the mayor 
tells the correspondent DurlanGs story. This telling provides the 
principai plot of HelEer's story Even though Durland had been a 
Nazi collaborator during the war, his seven sons had been Frilled 
by- the Nazis as a reprisal for the death of two German soldiers. 
Durland himself bears responsibility for his sons' deaths because 
he neglected to protect them. The story is irony-laden: the Nazis' 
random selection of reprisal victims results in the deaths of 
D u r l d s  sons (hence the darkly ironic title); although the Nazis 
think their selection random, one of Durland's sons has, in faet, 
been involved in killing the Naxi soldiers as revenge for the rape 
of a village @l by the soldiers; one d the actual killers goes free 
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even tho* he volunteers to turn himself over tn the Nazis and 
despite the mayor's informing on him. Durland himself never 
comes to terms with his sons' deaths; in fact, he tells the 
correspondent that his sons are out working in the fields. 

In this earliest Avwon story, Hellw announces the concern 
that will characterize his subsequent accounts, as well as provide 
the principal concerns of his novels: guilt, secret knowledge, bad 
faith, and, most cmrcially, the death of children. ""The Miracle of 
Danrossane's''mder1ying structure has the primitive, evocative 
force of a folk tale. A young man, who is looking symbolidly for 
his father (and thus for his own origins), finds a surrogate whose- 
act of paternal bad faith has c a d  his QWTI sons' deaths, Refusing 
to acknowledge their deaths or his own complicity in them, this 
father lives "respectabIy7' in a house mernofidizing the dead 
sons. When the correspondent discovers the father's secret, he 
returns home and, as artist, traflsforms the secret into story. Thus 
conceived, the story the reader has just read origmates in guilty, 
concealed knowledge-a cwnception that aligns it with such 
myths as those of Prometheus and the Garden of Eden, myths 
which Heller explicitly draws upon in Catch-22. The 
architecture of "Danrossane," particularly the crucial element af 
the sons' deaths, is striking for the way that it anticipates the 
design of HelIer's novels. Later characterizing this design, HeIIer 
says: 

Death is always present as a climactic event that never 
happens to the protagonist but affects him profoundly 
F think I'm drawing unconsciously from experience 
for inspiration. The child, the dependent child or 
sacrificed child is always there. I would think that; the 
death of my faeher when P was about five years old 'brad 
much to do with that. There was almost no 
conversation about i t .  . . Indeed, the traumatized child 
denies death very suocessfuIly, and then sublimates it, 
which I think is the pmwss that went on in me. But it 
leaves me very sensitive to the helplessnes of 



children and the ease with which they can be 
destroyed or betrayed deliberately or othewise.ll 
(Flippo 60) 

Whether one accepts Heller's psychological expIanaiion for the 
phenomenon or not one -not escape the way in which death 
sesves as climactic event md as catalyst for narrative clarification 
in his writing and does so from the onset of his career 

"Crippled Phoenix'? marks another step on He'ller's journey 
toward Catch-22. Guilt-caused confusion characterizes the 
story's account of death, and, like the novel, this story features a 
protagonist who has been wounded in the leg As its tide si8rufies, 
the life after the Avignon death is crippling; there is no 
phoenix-like resurrection. Evidently, Weller spent considerable 
time on the story, for there are three versions of it in the Rrandeis 
collection and he Med placing it with different literary agents. 
Possessing clear affinities with Catch-22, as we11 as with 
Something Happened, "Crippled Phoenix" tells a double story 
of conscience: that of Dm Csarner, an American pilot who feels 
M t y  for surviving the crash in which he was the only swvivor, 
and d Moin,  a French peasant who aided with Craaner's escape 
after the mash. Crarner has returned to Avignon to see Morain, to 
whom he feels grateful and about whom he feels guilty because 
Morain's son had been killed when a bombardier with one 
mission left to fly dropped his bombs too early Cramer has an 
additional reason for guilt in that he has been unfaithful to his 
wife during a recent stay in London, and, even in bed with his 
wife in Avignon, he finds his mind wandering back to Ludma, a 
wartime liaisofi in Rome.12 

More crucial to the action of the story, Crnmes fa* to come to 
terms with all this guilt although Cramer goes to see 
Momin with the intention "of helpling] him in some w e  he 
cannot provide the support that Morain wants, far Morain suffers 
from his o m  wartime guilt. To Cramer, Marain confesses that he 
was afraid his dauater would be taken away to a Nazi work camp 
and so he forced her to become the mistress of a &man official 
(which ruins her life and that of her child born of the 
relationship). Although Morain explicitly asks him to return to 
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visit, Cramet; even after agreeing to, cannot bring himself to do 
so. Second, he fails to come to terms with his wife, although he 
shares some of the details with her about the w d m e  plane 
crash, which he alone survived. Convinced that his wife is too 
superficial to understand his feelings, especially about the war, 
he allows her to believe that their marital difficulties have been 
reconciled, all the while despising her. 

Significantly, h e r ,  who stands in Yossarian's position as 
participant in events of the past, cannot fuIly disclose his story to 
anyone; he thus remains isolated and tormented In a 
symbolically resonant moment, Heller communicates the moral 
wilderness that Cramer has brought himself into because he is 
unable to confront his guilt; he dso conveys the way in which 
Cramer has deliberately estranged himself from his wife, 

Suddenly, though, [Cramerj was frightened. The forest 
was immediately before them (hls guide, his wife, and 
himself), md he redized that Katherine belonged 
only to the m e  of his emotions, on that their endless 
d a c e  of a b i l i t y  and routine, and that everything 
might still be all right if he kept her there. But they 
were already between the trees. 

This passage forecasts the d e  thatAvi@on will play in Catch-22 
(as we1 as anticipates SIocp1rn's marriage in S m t h i q g  
H a p p a d ) .  The passee locates the wilderness within the self, 
that wildetness which, as Conrad demonstrates in Heart oj 
Da*ness, is the territory of the modern condition. While the 
same elements--&ad children, secret kn~~ledge, guilt and bad 
faith-constitute the story, Heller relocates them. In 
"'Danrossa~e:' DurIand's history was part of public discourse, 
unknown only to the correspondent, the outsider. In 'Crippled 
Phoenix: Cramer's and Momin's pasts are secret-in particular, 
the responsibility that each feels for a death. Each discloses his 
guilty past in the vain hope of confessional relief. Howeveq both 
discImwes fail because the two men look to others to assuage 
their own inner gtult: Morain to Cramer when the injured party is 
his daughter and Cramer to his wife when he cannot accept his 
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own actions. The guilty knowledge of what happened at Avignon 
isolates and estranges, at least until what happened there can be 
fully confronted and related. As the early r n a n w p t  version of 
the Snowden death scene p w e h l y  suggests, this is what 
Catch-22 is about 

An early draft of the Snowden scene documents Heller's 
evolving conception of Avignon and b a W s  the imperative 
for reporting what happened here. Snowden represents the 
death at a distance-Yostmian recounts the experience to the 
chaplain. Yet, this early version is raw an4 in some ways, more- 
emotionally charged than the novel. While the Sntwvden scene 
plays off the bloody hands scene in Mmbeth, the li- allusion 
seems like a patina over what Heller will call in God K m s  the 
"stink of mortality and reek of mankind" (107). In Heller's early 
renderin& Yossarian not only sees death, but also immerses 
himself in it, 

"Dirty hands: Ymsarim said. "Yesterday they touched 
a dead man's fleshly 

The chaplain attempts to comfort him, but Yossarian continues: 

'A dead mads private parts. I spoke to Doc Daneeker. 
Probably his lungs, his pancreas, his liver, his stomach, 
and some canned tomatoes that he had for breakfast. I 
hate canned tomatoes. . !' 

The chaplain tries again. 

'%ut you don't undersad I enjoyed it. 1 d I y  
enjoyed touching the flesh, the dotting blood. 
I actually enjoyed touching his lum, his pancreas, his 
liver, his stomach and some canned tomatoes from his 
breakfast, wen though I hate canned tomatoes. I 
made excuses to myseIf t~ touch every shriveling 
shred? 
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The chaplain tries one final time to console Yoswrian. 

'But even that's not the worst of it. I rubbed blood all 
over myself. And do you know why 1 rubbed blood all 
over myserf? Tb impress people. Tb impress t h m  God 
damned Red Cross biddies with the smiles and 
dwghnuts . . . and by God, it impressed, even Doc 
Daneeker, who bmke d m  and gave- me some 
codeine and told me abwt Cathcart and a tour of 
duM' (Heller papers, Bmdeis University) 

There are many noteworthy differences between this early 
version and the published one. Snowdm's mortal wound is open, 
displaying what Heller will call in the novel " W s  plenty" (429). 
Yossarian is compelled to touch the visoera, then compelled to 
relate to the chaplain his enjqment of doing so. He has 
previously toId DOC Daneeker about his experience. In Catch-22, 
Yossarian tells no one, although his recollections have the quality 
of telling the story to himself. Time works differently as well. In 
the manuscript, the experience, only a day old, has the 
immediacy of the here and nwv, while in the novel version, it 
emerges as if from Yossarian's submnsciousness. In Catch-22, 
the intensity of Yossarian's remembrance erupts into the present: 
'liver, lungs, kidneys, ribs, stomach, and bits of . . . stewed 
tomatoes" (429). The same message is embedded in both-man 
i s  mtter-but in the rnanmmipt, Yossarian, and perhaps Heller, 
has not yet apprehended its significance. 
The unprrblishecl early version is, at once, more public and 

more private than the Avignon of the Catch-22. The 
appropriation of the dirty hands motif from Mmbeth dissociates 
this version from Heller himself, connecting it to a literary past 
rather than a personal one.lWklso hy having Yossarim report the 
story, Heller pubIicizes A w o n  in a way that third-person 
narration would not. This recounting of Ayignon proclaims 
Y&mian's guilty cansciousness, whereas the novel displaces it 
into the tree-of-life episode, in which Yossarian's nakedness 
reveals his @lt (likewise w e r e d  by Snowden's bl0od).I4 
Simultaneous~y, this early version is more private, more 



evocative of the HeEEer who experienced Avignon and of the 
author who repeatedly sets key scenes there. The confessional 
quality of the incident, with Yossarkm try@ to make the 
chaplain understand what he has done, directs attention to the 
personal reaction to the experience. FinalIy, Yossarian's 
revelation that, on one level, he enjoyed the experience poifits to 
the complexity of Heller's own experience over Avignon. This 
early version illustrates the attraction of the horrifying-an 
attraction that HelIer seems compelled to specify 

Simificantly, before the idea for Catch-22 came to him, HelIer 
bad virtdly given up writing Of the time between the short 
stories hat he wrote in the forties and the novel which he began 
in 1953, Heller later said, "1 wanted to write something that was 
very good and I had nothing good to write. So I wrote nothing'' 
(Sam Mersill68). Out of the silence-a silence that he partially 
filled with reading-came a new method of witin& anti-realist 
md mmic in orientation. Reading 

the comic novels of J3velyn Waugh and Celine's 
Joetm~ey to the E d  of the Night. . . Nathmael West's 
Misshelyhearts, and.. . Nabokov's La~ghter  in the 
D a d  particularly, I was comprehending for the first 
time that there were different ways to telI a story, and 
the methods these people used were much more 
compatible with my rn technical ability. . . with my 
own ima@nation. (Ruas 151) 

The realization that there are many ways to tell a story is what 
Welfer's evolving use of the A ~ g n o n  experiences d~cuments.~" 
The discwmy was long in coming though, for he did not publish 
Catch-22 until 1961, sixteen years after the publication of his 
first story. By this time, he was 38, the same a& as two other 
late-blooming, first-time novelists, George Eliot and Willa Cather. 

Heller's key discovery involves discewrse, not story, the how of 
narrative rather than the what .'"is Avignon short stories (as did 
most of his other short stories) had tinear plots that unfolded on a 
single m t i v e  level. In each, charactem journeyed to Aenon 
(or nearby Danrossane) to Eearn =mething from the past. 
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Hellerk namtive method was straightforward, the plots 
proceeding until awes  was gained to characters who discIose 
crucial, secret knowledge from the past. In Catch-22, HeIler 
makes discowse-the narrative act itself-part of the story as 
well as its means of transmission. The Avignon mission on which 
Snowden dies illustrates this. As is well-known, Helleis narrator 
distributes references to the mission throughout the novel; 
sometimes cryptically as in the first reference; "Where are the 
Snowdens of yesteryear?" (35); sometimes expIicit1 y as in: "the 
way Snowden had frozen to death after spilling his secret to 
Yossarian in the back of the pIane" (170). In effeq the narrator 
dissects the Avignon plot as if performing a narrative autopsy on 
Snowden. This dissection creates a much richer n&ve 
progression than that of the Avignon stories, one that depends 
upon discourse (the vertical narrative axis) as we11 as upon story 
(the horizontal axis).17 Three effects follow from &his: firs4 the 
meaning of Snowden's secret depends upon the interplay among 
narrative levels and involves the contrast of tragic and comic 
perspectives; second, Heller uses the synthetic dimension of 
narrative to complicate the narrative progression so that the 
authorial reader must participate in the unraveling of Snowden's 
secret and third, Heller can make the text the verbal 
embodiment of Snowdeds secret, that is, mortality exists in the 
cunjunction of mind and matter.'" 

Hellet's fimt reference to Avignen typifies the way he takes 
advantage of the interplay among the narrative levels. Yossarian's 
question about the Snowdens of yesteryear has complementary 
roles in the novel's story and disoourse, in each case providing 
the pathway to who Snowden is and what his secret entails. For 
Yosarian, the question speaks to both an actual md a linguistic 
quest he wants to h o w  "why so many people were trying so 
h d  to kill him" (34). Tb gain the howledge he seeks, Yossariari, 
like the protztgonists of the Avignon stories, must unlock a secret 
fmm the past, a secret of which Snowden is the embodiment 
(potentially, this knowledge is h a d y  available to him because 
he has already ministered to the dying Snowden). But the 
question 5 also about language as well as about history, as 
becomes clear when Yosarian translates it into French: "& 



sont les Neigedm d'anian?' were are the Snowdens of 
yesteryearq (35). Heller underscores the seriousness of this 
linguistic dimension with the narrator's comment about 
Yossarian's willingness "to pmue [the corpord of whom he 
asked his question] through all the words of the world" (35). The 
narrator, of course, knows the answer to YossarEan's question, but 
instead of relating it, explains to the narrative audience why the 
question is so upsetting." In doing so, the narrator also makes 
this query part of another narrative, that of the FdL "Gmup 
Headquarters was d m 4  for there was no telling what people 
might find out ~ n c e  they were free to ask whatever questions 
they wanted to"-a concern for which Colonel Kom devises the 
ingenious solution of permittie ody those people to ask 
questions who never asked any (35). At this rnornenG the story is 
sirnuItaneously proceeding on different narrative planes, its 
comedy, in part, stemming from the resulting incongruity. 
Heller's discourse takes Yossarim's question to a higher l e d  
where Group Headquarters' response echoes the fears of the 
C_isd from Genesis, who worries that Adam and Eve, possessing 
the knowledge of good and evil, may now be tempt~d to eat from 
the tree of life. The mythic echoes refigure Yossarian's Avignon 
experience as a fall into mortality and mortal knowledge, a point 
that Heller makes more forcefully id the subsequent tree-of-life 
scene. 

The reference ta "the secret Snowden had spilled to Yossslrian" 
exemplifies the synthetic narrative progression of Catch-22, the 
progression impIied by the novel's language. The episode 
advances the plot: for Yossarian, being in the hospid is better 
than flying over AYignon with Snowden dying (164). As the 
narrator formulates the matter, it is not just because the hospital 
is safer, protecting Yossarian from war, but also because people 
"couldn't dominate Death inside the hospital, but they certainly 
made her behave" (164). Death has become a character and i ts  
plot is the Lisa Doolittle story: "They had taught her manners. 
They couldn't keep Death out, but while she was in she had to act 
Iike a Iady" (164). With this conception, Yossarian and the 
narrator seek to control death. Of course, their plotting undoes 
them. In Heller's mordant, novel-long joke, death is no ladx 
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although this metaphor does, for Heller, speak to its nature.*O As 
with the many euphemisms for death, this reference makes 
dying seem familiar, comfortable, and acceptable. 

As novelist, Heller knows better, representing death as viol en^ 
certain, and inevitable; and ye< he rages *&fist its sway. In 
Catch-22, unlike his Avignon stories, he finds a form to express 
his outrage, the humor of the novel's discourse being its 
expression. His handling of "the secret Snowden had spilled to 
Yossarian" reference can illustrate his: his mixing comic and 
tragic perspectives; his verbal pyrotechnics, his deli& in 
language as language; and his presentation of crucial narrative 
information (i-e. what exactly the secret entails) in a way that 
resists understanding. The passage itself iconically embodies 
Snowden's secret, the coded message encased by and hidden 
among the myriad external and internal threats to one's life. 

There were too many dangers for Ymarian to keep 
track of. There was Hitler, Mussolini, and Tojo, for 
example, and they were dl out to Ml him. There was 
Lieutenant Scheisskopf with his fanaticism for 
parades and there was the bloated colonef with his fat 
mustache and his fanaticism for retribution, and they 
wanted to kill him. There was Applebj Havermeyer, 
Black, and Korn . . . There were bartenders, 
bricklayers and bus conductors all over the world who 
wanted him dead, landlords and tenants, traitors and 
patriots, lynchers, leeches and lackeys, and they were 
all out to bump him off. That was the s emc  
Snowden had spilled to him on the mission to 
Awigm . . . 

There were lymph glands that mght do him in. 
There were kidneys, nerve sheaths and corpuscles. 
There were tumors of the brain. There was Hod&in's 
disease, leukemia, amyotrophic lateral sclerosis. 
There were fertile red meadows of epithelial tissue to 
catch and coddle a cancer cell. There were diseases of 
the skin, diseases of the bone, diseases of the lung 



diseases of the stomach, diseases of the heae b l d  
and arteries. . . (170-71) 

Heller is in high comic form here. Repetition, dliteration and 
pseudmclassification schemes, among other things, control the 
sequencing of details, and the detaiIs themselves multiply, even 
as I truncate them with ellipses, as if the details were cancer cells. 
The nonsense of this-"the many diseases. . . [oq a truly diseased 
mindn-has, of m e ,  a deadly seriousness, although neither 
Yossarian, nor the namative or authorial audiences can entirely 
understand this yet (171). It is easier to prodaim human 
mortality than to understand it, easier to catalog external md 
internal threats to one's life than to comprehend them. This is 
what Catch-22 is about; this is what readers along with Yossarian 
must be e d u d  to. As the 'The Miracle of Danrossane:' 
"Crippled Phoenw" and the early version of the Snowden death 
scene demonstrate, here is aIso the journey that Heller himself 
has made from Avignon to Catch-22. 
The second Avignon mission serves further to educate 

Yossarian and the authorial audience, and Heller's handling of it 
illumines the way in which he has transmuted experience into 
art. The mission is largely non-narrated, because Yossarian does 
not fly on it, having been previously wounded in the leg over 
Leghorn. NevertheIess, the mission provides an essential 
gateway to apprehending Snowden's secret and to Sweden, 
where Yossarian can indeed "live forever or die in the attempt'" 
(29). In his notes UI the novel, Heller describes how Yossarian's 
squadron comes to return to Avimon, and this description 
kghliihts another interpretation of Snowden's death, that of the 
army bureaucracy. "in the Chaplain's presence, Colonel Cathat  
volunteers the Group for another mission to Avignon: he is 
instituting the procedure of having form letters sent to the 
families of casualties, and he wants to obtain a lar& number of 
&ties quickly eno* to be written up in the Christmas issue 
of the Saturday E m i n g  Post" 0-IelIer papers, Brandeis 
University). In f'act, however, no one is Mled on the mission, 
although On; Yossarian's bunkmate and guide to Sweden is shot 
down. Orr seizes the opportunity to test dl the equipment and 
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supplies on his life raft in p r e p e o n  for his journey to Sweden. 
After the mission, Yossarian leaves the hospital only to learn that 
the number of mandatory flying missions has been raised once 
more. At this news, he agrees to enlist in Dobbs' plot t~ 
assassinate Colonel Cathcart. If Yossarian would instead listen to 
Oq who wants Yossarinn to fly with him, Yoasarian would have 
taken the direct route to Sweden, for Orris shot down on his next 
mission, onIy to resurface in Sweden at novel's end However, 
Yosarian would have not learned what he needs to, nor wouId 
Heller's readers. 

In narrative terms, this Avignon mission operates according to 
the principle of substitution. The premises of the Snowden scene 
are reversed, with Ymsarian himself playing the part of injured 
airman. For example, when Yossarian is wounded in the leg, he 
immediately overestimates the seriousness of the wound, 
immediately believing it to be life-denying albeit 5 e d y  so. "I 
have lost my balls! Aarfy, I lost my balls! . . . I said 1 lost my balls! 
Can't you hear me? I'm wounded in the groin!" (283-284). In 
Heller's notes to the nwel, the wound was, in fm intended as a 
castration, a conception that lends further evidence to the 
importance Avignon holds to Heller (Nagel, 'The Catch-22 Note 
Cards" 52-53). During the mission itself, Y d a n  safely resides 
in the hospital recuperating, a proleptic version of the stay dwing 
which he finally cracks Snowdenk secre~ The danger of the 
mission also constitutes a substitution, the ambitious colonels 
who need casualties causing the red peril, rather than the 
Germans, This Avignon episode underscores what Y m  has 
yet to learn: the significance of the threat posed hy living in 
society, confirmed when Ymsarian mrbsequently agrees to be the 
colonels' pal and to say nice things about them. At novel's end, 
thinking about this deal, he allows himself to remember 
Snowden and for first time meditates on his own experience over 
Avignon Examining the entails, albeit in memom Yossarian 
confronts what he has previously refused to acknowledge. 

With the design of the Snowden death scene, Heller expects 
the authorial audience to seturn to Avignon with Yossariaq 
demanding that they too inspect Snowden's exposed vital organs 
and understand the message those organs contain. The narrative 



approach is erratic, recapitulating the mrni-tragic rhythms of the 
navel as a whole.2' Yossarian is in the hospital reoovering from 
the side wound that the knife-wielding Nately's whore inflicts on 
him. Predictably, the danger that the wound occasions results 
from the doctars who want to treat him by operating on his liver, 
not from treating the wound itself.22 Hellerk method is comic, 
but his point is serious: 

"Where were you born?" [asks n fat, gruff colonel with 
a mustache.] 
"On a battlefiele ~msarian] answers. 
"Nq no. In what state were you born?" 
"In a state of innocence:' (420) 

The meaning and humor of this exchange depend upon the 
interplay between dhcmme and story. The incongruity of 
meanings that results alerts the authorial audience to what 
Yossarian must still learn. He does mt yet realize the deal that he 
has just accepted from Colonels C a t h m  and Korn to "[slay nice 
thin@ about [them]'? (416) is 'b way to lose Wm'JselP (456). 'Ib 
discover this and to learn Snowden's secret, Yossarian must first 
unravel the message of the strange man who keeps repeating, 
%&ve got your pal, buddy. We've got your pal" (422). At this 
point in the novel, Golone1 Korn, the chaplain, and Aarfy all fit 
the message, for each m l d  be the pal: Kum because he knows 
what the deal demands, A& because he has been the navigator 
on so many of Yossarian's "missionc and the chaplain becaw 
he has indeed been Ybssarian's fried Instinctively, Yossarian 
realizes that each of the obvious possibilities is won& and in "the 
sleepless bedridden nights that take an eternity to d i d v e  into 
&wn'"426), he resolves the riddle, In the perverse logic of 
riddles, Snowden "had never been hihis pal" but was "a vaguely 
familiar kid who was badly wounded and freezing te deathF' 
(426). If Snowden was only vaguely fmiliar in life, he dl 
become, throu& the power of recollection, intimately h a w n  in 
death. In death, he is Yossarian7s pal and catalyst for his essential 
discovery of self.'" 
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The death scene is so frequently analyzed that it needs little 
further m i n a t i o n  here. 1 want, however, briefly to consider a 
passage from earlier in the novel which sets up this inspection. 
I t s  progression is reminiscent of HeZlerb own artistic journey 
toward Avignon: slow, hesitant, made in uncertain steps. The 
passage speaks to the problem at: the heart of Catch-22, that of 
locati* the wound and teIling its story 

And Yossarim crawled slowly out of the nose and up 
on the top of the bomb bay and wriggled back into 
the rear section of the plane-passing the first-aid kit 
on the way that he had to return for-to treat 
Snowden for the wrong wound, the yawning, raw, 
melonshaped hole as big as a fooltbdI in the outside 
of his thigh, the urnevered, blood-soaked muscle 
fibers inside pulsating weirdly like blind things with 
lives of their own, the oval naked wound that was 
almost a fmt long and made Yossatian moan in 
shock and sympathy the instant he spied it and 
nearly made him vomit. And the small, slight tail 
gunner was lying on the floor beside Snowden in a 
dead faint, his face as white as a handkerchief, so that 
Yossarian sprang forward with revulsion to help him 
first (341) 

Yossarian crawls back through the plane, as if moving back in 
time as we11 as in space. He rnislacates the wound and even then 
cannot immediately bring himself to treat it, choosing instead 
to aid the tail gunner. The essential story, human mortality, is 
d i e d  in Snowden's flesh. In his revulsion, Yosarian can better 
deal with the gunner's "dead faint" than with Snowden's living 
wound, The simile, "like bZind things with lives of their OWXI:' 

renders mortality as a mysterious otherness, not just Snowden's 
but also, implicitly, Yossarian's own. 

Eventually, Yossarian traces the wound with his fingers, just as 
he did in the manuscript version, and when he does, he 
unwittingly begins to explore hi5 o m  mortality as well as 
Snowden's deadly wound. Yossarian finds "[tjhe actual contact 
with the dead flesh . . . not nearly as repulsive a4 he had 



anticipated, and excuse to caress the wound with his fingers 
again and @sin to convince himself of his own couaev'  (428). 
The reworking of these derails from the manuscript confirms 
their importance, but significantly shifts the emphasis and 
meaning of the scene, In the manuscript, Yossarian caresses the 
viscera, in the novel the fleshy leg wound. In the manuscript, 
Yossarian attempts to "impress" others with actions as if this 
will authenticate his couree, while in the novel he wants to 
ascertain his own courage. But, in both cases, he initially 
touches without understanding. In fact, after fingering and then 
treating Snowden's leg wound, Yosarian can assure him 
confidently, "You're going to be dl right, kid . . . Everything is 
under control" (429). Of course, it isn't, What Yossarian needs 
to understand lies open before him, signified by the blood 
"dripping. . . like snow melting m the eaves, but viscous and 
red, already thickening as it dropped" (emphasis added, 
427). For Heller, the mystery of mortality lies in human 
embodiment-in the flesh, not in the spirit. Life begins and ends 
with the body. With his hands inside Snowden" wound, 
Yossarian experiences this, feels what he does not yet 
understand. However, his physical grasp anticipates and makes 
possihle apprehension of the message of Snowden" entrails. 

In Yossmian's famous insight, Heller defines mortality as a 
fusion of mind and matter, Yossarian's conceptualization of man 
enduring even as Snowden's body dissolves into bloody inert 
mattec Reflecting upon Snowden's death, Yossarjan comes to 
understand his own mortality. As Denis de Rougemmt 
observes, 'Suffering and understanding are deeply connected; 
death and self-awareness are in league" (5 1). Heller insists that 
Yossarian trace the contours of Snowden's and thus his own 
mortality: "liver, lungs, kidneys, ribs, stomach, and bits of 
stewed tomatoes Snowden had eaten that day for lunch"(429). 
The prose is hard and violent, as hard and violent as Snowden's 
wounds; its violence partakes of the violence of HelIer's 
experience of treating a wounded colleague. The viscera of 
humans tether them to the material world. The visera also take 
in the material world, digesting it like Snowden's stewed 
tomatoes. When the digestive process is viewed as Snowden's is, 
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it becomes ugly and repulsive. But Iieller believes these entrails 
also allow the viewer, as prophets have long believed, to detect 
the secrets of human existenoe: "Mm was matter, that was 
Snowden's secret. Ripeness was all" (429-430).24 Finally, 
Yossarian deciphers the message that has been avaiIable to him 
all along. The message identifies the two components of 
humanity: the materid that inexorably leads to death, and the 
spiritual that HeIler leaves deliberately ambi@ow. In 
formulating the spiritual element, HelIer omits the verb, so that 
the statement reads "the spirit gone." This formulation neither 
affirms not denies the existence of spirit; it simply announces 
the concept. Without predication, the concept cannot be 
completed or brought to fulfillment. As deconstructionists 
would argue, the verb's absence only can be noted. 

Heller's insistence that his authorial audience inspect 
Snowden's viscera also accompIishes quite a different end, what 
Bakhtin calls the "familiarization of the world through laughter" 
(23). "In this plane (the plane of l-hter) one can 
disrespect fully walk around whole objects; therefore, the back 
and rear portions of m object (and also its innards, not 
normally accessible for viewing) assume specid prominence7' 
(23). Death, of course, is the object that Heller wants to inspect. 
Ry means of such elements as "the Snowdens of yesteryeaf the 
Death that behaves, md the litany of threats ta Yosarian's life, 
HelIer has taken Iris authorial audience on this kind of narrative 
walk in his peripatetic approach to Avimon. In the d o g  of 
Snowden's vital organs, Yosarian, the narrator, and Hellw act 
out the imperatives for Rakhtin's comic formula. Having 
already familiarized the reader with the elements of this 
catalog, especially the liver and the tomatoes, the beginning 
and ending of the catdog, Heller allows the reality of mortality 
to be known, familiarized in a laughter that ridicules. Death, as 
well as life, is stripped in Heller's catalog, his comic 
dismemberment destroying the power that death had when it 
was unknown. 
In retracing some of ReHerk steps to the Snowden death 

scene, one is reminded of the blacking factory sections of David 
Copperfield and h m  they have helped to explain so much of 



Charles Diclrens'sr Iife and art. Like Dickens, Heller uses his art 
to a e s t  personal shocks, to explain them to himself, and to 
give an intelligible picture of the world in which such things 
occur? So too like Dickenq HelEer is a @eat humorist, and the 
acuity of his social vision frequently has been missed, as was 
Dickens's, in the laughter his fiction occasions, This laughter 
offers an escape from social idstitutions whose grip on the 
individual seems as intractable as that of Catch-22 en 
Yossarian. While providing the pathway and accommodation 
for Snowden's secret, this Iaughtes is begotten by pain. Heller's 
early representations of Avignon instance this; there is no 
humor in "The Miracle of Dmrossane" or "Crippled Phoenk" 
For Heller, the painful recognition of Snowden's secret 
generates angeq anger usually expressed by black humor and 
unleashed by the genius of his nwe1istic discourse. He rages 
against the dying of the light.'" 

Notes 

1. Since childhood, Heller wrote stories and submitted them for publication, 
sending them to places like the New York Daily News, Liberty, and 
Collier's. Ile also dreamed of becoming a dramatist and in high school 
aspired to writing comedies like those of Moss Hart and George S. 
bufrnann. 

2. Heller's interviews continually address the issue of correspondence 
between his life and fiction, with IIcller giving a variety of answers, 
sometimes contradictorily so. For a representative selection of interviews 
treating his war experience, see: Heller, "Translating Genthen's  
QuarterEy, Sam Samemill, Weatherby, Rarnard, and Flippo. 

3. "The Miracle of Danrossane," "Crippled Phoenix," and all other 
unpublished rnatcrial to which I refer sue part of a col1ection of Heller's 
papers that Brandeis University Library holds. In addition to these starics, 
Hellcr alsoworked on a novel about the war as early as 1945, which involved 
a flier nearing the end of his required quota of bombing missions and 
thinking about the meaning of the war. 

4. James Nagel has done the seminal work on the manuscript and other 
working papcrs far Catch-22, but much more study remains to he done. 
Nagel isolates interesting and important changes between IIellerk sm1y 
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plans and published novel, arguing that this material documents the 
author" sheticulous plannifig and analysis of his novel at each state of 
composition'' ("Note Cards" 404 j; see Nagel. 

5. While the Snowden death scene in Catch-22 provides the most 
memorable formulation of such a death, variants on this story reappear at: 
the end of the rest of Heller's work In the novels, the crucial death always 
occurs in the penultimate chapter, with the exception of Good as Gold in 
which the funeral occurs in the penultimate chapter. In We Bombed ia New 
Hawen, Capwn Starkey must tell and retell each newly named version of his 
son that he will die on the next bombing mission. In the ending of 
Something Happened, Slowm finally calls back to memory the details of 
the accident in which he killed his son, the spurting blood and twisted arms 
and legs. Rut hc resists the knowledge available in this recollection, 
concluding it instead with the plea, "Don't tell my wife" (562). In areversd of 
the pattern, Good as Gold closes with Bruce Gold standing at his mother's 
grave hoping for a message that does not come. The death of another "child:" 
his brother Sid, has brought him to the cemetery. God K m s  concludes 
with King David yearning for a God who will understand and make 
understandable the grief he feels for his dead sons: "I feel nearer to God 
when I am deepest in an@ishW (338). 3n Piccure This, Heller revises one of 
history's most famous death scenes, that of Socrates, so that he dies with the 
retching and convulsions caused in&stinA hemlock. Finally, in Closing 
Time, Heller uses Kilw's death to mourn the passing of the World War I1 
generation, to parody the dead child story, and to cast a retrospective light 
upon Catch.22 in general and Snowdcn's death in particular. 

6. Said makes a larger point about the relationship between certain writers' 
careers and the texts produced 4 them that can usefully be applied to 
Heller and, by extension, to his authorial returns to Avwoa: "the text is a 
muItidimensiona1 structure extendi* from the beginning to the end oi the 
writer" career A text is the mrce and aim of a man's desire to be an authof; 
it is the form of his attempts, it contains the elements of his coherence, and 
in a whole range of cornplcx and differing ways it incarnates the pressures 
upon the writer of his psycholo&y, his time, his society. The unity between 
camer and text, then, is a unity between an intelligible pattern of events md 
for the most part their increasingly conscious transformation into writing" 
(196 j. 

7. Each of thesc sites has personal significancle to Heller: Rome, which 
HelIer visited shortly after it was liberated, afforded him his most 
memorablc wartime leave [see Note 12); I1 RDusse was an army rest camp 
on Corsica near where he was based; Poggibonsi was the destination for his 
first bombing mission, a mission on which he got bored and dtoppd his 
bombs too late; and Ferrara was the first mlssion on which Heller's squadron 
lost a plane. 



8. There is a discrepancy in Heller'a dating of this first Avignon mission; he 
lists it as August 8 in the "Chronology 2/13/66" and as August 3 in " 
'Catch-22' Revisited." In the "Chronology,'Weller describes the mission as 
follows: "Rail Road bridge. Hirsch shot down, Burrhus, YeIlon killed. First 
plane I saw shot down" (Heller papers, Rmdeis University). 

9. Notably, Robert Merrill, among others, agrees with tteller: "the fact that 
Catch-22 appeared sixteen years after the end of World War I1 suggests that 
its author was not primariIy interested in recapturing the intensity of his 
own experiences" (4). 

10. See, for example, Sam Wedl 68 and Rmard 298. 

11. In recounting a letter that his editor received from Bruno Bettelheim, 
Heller extends the implication of this narrative pattern, admitting in the 
case of Something Happened that the protagonist may be complicit in the 
child's death: "Now it could be that in terms af dtawing on recesses of my 
mind, with which I'm not in touch, what Bruno Bettelheim said was there 
Ii.e., the validity of a death in which a father deliberately kills his son]. I was 
not aware that I was aware of it" (Ruas 164). 

12. Luciana apparently is an early version of the Luciana of Ca-rch-22. As 
C m e r  remembers her: "Luciana was best. Tall, young, and graceful, she 
was a nwice at Iwe, and he remembered her smile as she came to him, her 
ingenuous astonishment at the sudden f m e  of her passion, and the 
fumbling mner3'  This early appearance of Luciana is dso interesting far 
the light that it sheds on HeIFer" artistic recycling of persond experience. 
As he tells interviewer Sam Menill, "[Yossarian's] encounter with Luciana, 
the Fbman whore, corresponds exactly with an experience I had. He sleeps 
with her, she refuses money and suggests that he keep her address on a slip 
of paper . . . That's exactly what happened to me in Rome. Luciana was 
Yossarian's vision of a perfect relationship. That's why he saw her on1 y once, 
and perhaps that's why I saw her only oncc. If  he examined perfection too 
closely, imperfections would show up" (64). As Catch-22 reveals though, the 
Luciana plot is more closely tied to Heller's core authorial mncerns than his 
remarks about his own personal experience would indicate. In the novel, 
Luciana's "perfection" is already impaired, for she has been wounded in m 
air raid and wears a pink chemise to hide her soar even while making Iwe 
with Yossarian. Yossarian, however, is fascinated try it, runs his hands over it, 
and insists that she relate its story. Later after he has torn up thc slip of paper 
with her address on it, Yossariaa's search for her leads him into symbolic 
encounters with death death in his nightmares about the Rologna mission 
and proleptic death he looks for her in Snowden's roam. 

13. White the allusion to Macbeth dissaciates the experience from Heller's 
own, it also represents a connection, for Heller studied Shakespeare at 
Oxford while on a Fulbright Fellowship between writing his Avignan stories 
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and planning Catch-22. This study may we11 provide another pathway 
between Heller's personal experience and the navel. The planning material 
to Catch-22 reveals the extensive role literary allusions played in Heller's 
conception of the novel, especially Shakespearean allusions. For studies of 
these allusions in Catch-22, scc h s o n ,  and Aubrey and McCarmn. 

14, The importance of these elements-death, blood, @i15 and much-is 
confirmed by the way that Heller reworks them in Something Iiappened. In 
its climactic episode, Slocurn mponds to the "streams of blood spurting 
from holes in his [son's] face and head and pouring down over one hand from 
inside a sleeve" by clutching him to his chest and in the process accidentally 
suffocating him (562). Unlike Yossarian, Slocum resists recounting the 
wenq instead refiguring iG as Heller's chapter title tells us, into hew "My boy 
has stopped talking to me:' 

15. David Seed shows how war nwcls like James Jones's From Flew ta 
Eternity and Norman Mailer's The Naked and the Dead also contributed to 
Heller's evolving conception of Catch-22; see 23-33. 

16. Extending smcturdist thought, Seymour Chatman uses the distinction, 
story and discourse, to differentiate between narrative content and the 
means by which this content is transmitted. 

17. Patrick O'Neill insightfully demonstrates the way in which humor in 
modern and postmodern texts depends upon privileging distxlufse over 
story. In particular, he is interested in what he d I s  entropic comedy, 
comedy that is aware of the fictionality of all discourse and '"of the element 
of play" that is  involved in the production of any meaning (23). O'PJeill's 
discussion of Catch.22 as an example of entropic satire is also valuable, 
although I disagree with his wnclusion that the novel's discourse undercuts 
the implications of its story. 

18. I b o r n  the notion of a synthetic element of narrative fmm James 
Phelan, although I am modifying his definition. Phelan explores the 
relationship between character and narrative progrmsion, and he canceives 
of three aspects of character, which in turn contribute to narrative 
progression: thematic (as conveyer of narrative and authorial meaning), 
mimetic (as designation for a "person," albeit a textual one), and synthetic 
(as linguistic construct). I use the concept of synthetic component of 
narrative progression, without attaching it to character. 

19. Peter Rabinowitz distinguishes between narrative and authorial 
audiences. The authorial audience is the ideal reader posited by an author, 
the reader who completely attends to authorial intentionality. By contrast, 
the narrative audience is the reader implied by the text itself, by its narrative 
and rhetorical structure; this reader participates in the illusion that the text 
is real, that it constitutes a world. 



20. There are several ways in which HelIer7s imagination links death and 
women. In the short stories, women frequently occasion symbolic, if not 
literal deaths. For example, in the unpublished "The Death of the Dying 
Swan:' when Sidney Cooper returns home, he gives up his quest for life and, 
in effect, a e p t s  death: "He longed for pcople who were red, people who 
lived with hanest pasions arld found vigornus pleasure in the mere event of 
existing, people for whom death came too soon" (IIeller papers, Brandeis 
University). Something Happened and Good as Gold work variations on 
this pattern. But HeUer also associates women with insemate death, that in 
which senility (the death of the mind) precedes physical demise. The most 
noteworthy example of this occurs when Slocum believes his mother's 
senility and death foretell his own: "I can see myself a11 mapped out 
inanimately in stages around that dining morn table, from mute beginning 
(Derek) to mute, fatal, bovine end (Mother), passive and submissive as a cow, 
and even beyond through my missing father (Dad)" (401). Finally, Heller 
connects passion with death, as when he uses Yossariarl's lovernalring with 
Nurse Duckett on the beach to set up the scene in which McWatt's plane hits 
Kid Sampson, thereby turning the ocean red with blood and severed limbs. 
Similarly, Yowarian's passion for Luciana leads to death, albeit via memory 
and dreams. 

21. Heller's comic strategies depend upon continually negating w reversing 
expectations. ?LpicaIly, Itteller's scenes suddenly darken in mood, as he 
reveals that what the reader has just been laughing at begets violence, death, 
or the morally outrageous; or similarly, dark scenes beget comic ones, 
dramatically changing the character of the text. Thus, the comic and the 
trwc function both as figure and ground in much the way they do in an 
Escher drawing. They constitute a pattern in which the relationship 
between figure and ground constantly reverses itself, so that first one 
element then another assumes the foreground. 

22. The threat to operate on Yossarian's liver extends a novel-long joke and 
set of allusians to the Prometheus myth. As in this instance, the effect is 
usually double-edged, occasioning laughter and signifring mortality. The 
motif culminates, of m r s c ,  in the Snowdcn death scene when Yossarian 
inspcets the wounded airman's liver along with the other viscera. Heller 
rxscs tomatoes to a sirnilat end, especially all the jokes about the chaplain's 
hot plum tomato. The stewed tomatoes that spill out of Snowden's stomach 
take part of their meaning from the tomato jokes that preceded them, 

23. IIeller reprises this conception in his condusions to God Knows and 
Closing Time. In God Knows, the image of David% youthful self provides 
the catalyst for selCdiscwery. Lying on his deathbed, David serves as his own 
Snowden. In Closing Time, Yossarian and Sammy Singer, a narrator and 
Heiler figure, talk about how Snowden, scarcely an acquaintance in life, 
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becomes the ctosat of hiends in death and the source for what they want to 
calk about fot the rest of their lives. 

24. This inspection accomplishes another kind of ducation as well, one that 
undercuts the typical military education and that reproduces the 
experience of combat veterans. As an aside, it beats attention that Heller 
satirically treats military education throughout Catch-22; for example, in 
such episodes as Lieutenant Scheisskopfs parades and the many briefing 
sessions. As described by John Keegan in his classic study The Face  of 
Battle, the aim of such an education '7s to reduce war to a set of rules and a 
system of procedures--and thereby to make orderly and rational what is 
essentially chaotic and instinctive. It is an aim analogas to that. . . pursued 
by medical schools in their fostering among their students a detached 
attitude to pain and distress in their patients, particularly victims of 
accidents" (20). Yossarian has long recognized the insanity of war, but he has 
not, even while treating thc wounded Snowden, oaken the next step of 
recognizing his complicity in this insanity. Nor has he yet comprehended 
the effects of a "military" education. As his subsequent actions demonstrate, 
his studied recollection of Snowden's death occasions these recognitions. 
The death scene dsa serves as a brilliant representation of the sensations of 
the mrnbat veteran. Again to draw upon John Keegan, in battle the 
combatants experienoe a "serlse of littleness, dmost of nothingness, of theit 
abandonment in a physical wilderness, dominated by vast impersonal 
forces, from which even the passage of time had been eliminated. The 
dimensions of the battlefield (In this instance the inside of combat a i d )  . 
. . reduced [the combatant's] subjective role, objectively vital though it was, 
m that d a mere victim" (322). Keegan"s m u n t  closely parallels 
Yossarian's sensatloris in the Snowden scene and defines what 
Yossarian-and by extension. the reader-must be reeducated to reject, 

25. Edmund Wilson provides the classic formulation of the effects of 
chidhood trauma on Dickens's subsequent career in "Dickens: The Two 
Scrooges:' In part, 1 have adapted Wilson's argument to discuss the effects 
Avignon have on Helter's fiction and to draw my characterization of 
Dickens's comic art. 

26. I have greatly benefited from the suggestions of Linda Van Buskirk, 
Randall Crai& Donald Purcell, John Serio, and Peter Freitag, 
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